
After years of using conventional ballistic weapons, the Trader Marine Corps saw its budget triple after
the Vasari invasion, allowing for a new ri�e design. After two years of competition, the Cerberus Arms
Flechette Ri�e - Carbine (FR-C) was selected as the winner of the Next-Gen Ri�e Project (NGRP). Designed
speci�cally for Close Quarters Combat (CQC), the FR-C is short, suppressed, holds alot of rounds and can
penetrate body armour in a single shot.

Short & Sweet & to the Point
Boarding ships has always been an exercise in CQC, which was why the NGRP demanded
that all entrants were less than 750 mm in length. In order to meet the length requirement
and still deliver an accurate weapon, the engineers at Cerberus Arms agreed on a bullpup
design, locating the action behind the trigger. As a result, nearly 80% of the FR-C’s length
is due to the barrel as opposed to traditional ri�es which are closer to 50% barrel. The length
also enables high muzzle velocity in addition to increased accuracy and range, both of which
reduced by the built in suppressor. However, the XFM-53 would prove instrumental in achieving
the 1500 m/s muzzle velocity due to its lightweight design and aerodynamic pro�le.

Silence Comes Standard
After years of using unsuppressed weapons, the Marines �nally issued a requirement for
a suppressed weapon in the NGRP. The decision was met with mixed emotions, opponents
were angered at the loss of muzzle velocity and range while supporters argued that range
was not an issue in CQC. Furthermore, the con�ned space found aboard ships meant that
�ring unsuppressed weapons onboard could cause disorientation in as few as �ve shots.
Reluctantly, Council allowed the requirement to go through despite the muzzle velocity
concern, which Cerberus Arms would solve with their Experimental Flechette Munition Program.

DATA ARCHIVE
Manufacturer:
Make:
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Cartridge:
Muzzle Velocity:
Rate of Fire:
E�ective Range:

Cerberus Arms
Flechette Ri�e - Carbine
Overall Length - 635 mm
Barrel Length - 500 mm
Bore Diameter - 5.56 mm
XFM-53
1500 m/s
800 rounds per minute
400 m

Front sight coloured red to assist aiming
aboard the dark grey halls found on most
ships

60 round magazine allows
marines to get through most
�re�ghts without needing to reload

Built in suppressor not only makes stealth operations
easier, it also prevents the disorientation caused by
bright muzzle �ashes and loud �ring noises.

Pistol grip helps
the user control recoil

Rear sight is a non-magnifying re�ex sight by default but
it can be easily swapped for other sights, however, the
implementation of IR and NV in standard marine combat
out�ts has reduced the need for many specialized sights.


